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1 Introduction

We consider the problem of (distributed) observability. Informally, the problem consists in
checking whether a given system behaves correctly or not based on the observed behavior
of the system, which might be partial. The system is formalized as a language L of strings
over an alphabet S. The correct behaviors are formalized as a language K C L. Partial
observation is formalized by considering an alphabet S© Q S of observable events and
"erasing" all events in2 —I]© from the observed behaviors. For example, ifp= abcabc is a
behavior of the system, and Eq = {a, 6} C S = {a, 6, c}, then the observed behavior p/s^
is abah.

In the centralized version of the problem, there is one observer which observes all
events in E©. Checking observability consists inshowing that there do not exist two distinct
behaviors in L, such that one belongs to the set of correct behaviors fC, the other does
not, yet both yield the same observed behavior. We show that checking observability with
respect to one observer is decidable.

In the distributed version of the problem, there are k > 2 observers, i.e., E© = Ej U
•••UEq, and observer i observes EJ, (these subalphabets need not be disjoint). Checking
observability consists in showing that there do not exist two distinct behaviors in L, such
that one belongs to the set of correct behaviors K, the other does not, yet both )deld the
same observed behavior with respect to each of the observers. We show that checking
observabihty with respect to two observers is imdecidable.

Related work

Observability has been considered by many researchers in the discrete-event systems com
munity, e.g., see [7, 2,10,12, 4,1,14]. Most of the above papers are looking at the problem
from the supervisory controller synthesis point ofview, since some notion ofobservability
is usually a pre-requisite, and provide necessary and sufficient conditions for controllers
to exist. These conditions involve the language of correct behaviors being observable. To
our knowledge, however, no decidability results about checking observability have been
presented before.



A number ofobservability definitions haveappeared in the literature,
these definitions, for the centralized (one observer) and decentrafized
versions of the problem, respectively.

Centralized observability definitions In [2] the authors introduc
(MjL)-recognizable language: this is essentially what we define as ob;
with the difference that, in their case, M is a masfc and not a projection,
their notion of observed behaviors is more general. In the case where
their definition of recognizable languages becomes equivalent to our defin
languages.

We briefly discuss
(many observers)

e the notion of a

ervable language,
as in our case, i.e.,
W is a projection,
Ltion of observable

In [6] the authors introduce two different notions: observable
languages. Their definition of normal languages is equivalent to our defini
languages, whereas their definition of observable languages is less strict
interested in the supervisory control problem with partial observations
this problem may have a solution even in the case where the language
only observable (w.r.t. their definition). The reason is that the cont:
disable some events even if it cannot observe them.

langiiages and normal
tion of observable

Since they are
it turns out that

not normal, but
is allowed to

]S

roller

In summary, let us denote by reC|2], nor|gj, obsjgj, obSj;|̂ ij, the classes
guages according to [2], normal languages according to [6], observable
to [6] and observable languages according to [11]. Then:

cf recognizable lan-
languages according

rec[2]

where the last inclusion is strict.

nor[6) = obS[i2j c obs[6]

Decentralized observability definitions The authors of [2] extend their definition
of recognizable languages to the decentralized case as well. Decentrapzed recognizabil-
ity is equivalent to the definition of weak decomposability of [10]. Tie authors of [10]
introduce also another two notions of observabifity, namely, strong decomposability and
co-observability. These different notions relate differently to the necessary and sufi^cient
conditions for the existence of decentralized controllers given in the abo\
details, we refer the reader to [2, 10].

Here, we summarize the relations of the above definitions with ours

e paper. For more

s —deC|20] C CO —obs^^Qj C w—deC|iQj ~ ''®^(2i ^

where all inclusions are strict.

Other work [7] study the problem of decentralized control with respec
cations, e.g., two supervisors Si and 82 are synthesized independently w
specifications and 02) and their combined control on the plant result
01 A 02- This may be called "modular" controller synthesis and essent
breaking the problem into smaller ones.

[4] study the same problem for a more general class ofcontrollerswher
with the plant is not necessarily S3Tichronous. [14] consider other ways of
actions with the plant, including "fusion by union" of events.

; to "local" specifi-
th respect to local
s in the behavior

has to do withully

e the composition
combining control



[12] and [1] consider the problem of decentralized control where the controllers are
more powerful, in the sense that they can exchange information during the execution of
the plant.

[13] study the controller synthesis problem in the centraUzed case. [5] examine the
complexity of this problem under incomplete information (partial observation).

On a shghtly different setting, [8] studies the decidabihty and complexity ofthe prob
lems of distributing a centraUzed program on a decentralized processor ardntecture, or
synthesizing a decentraUzed program from scratch.

2 The Observability Problem

Preliminaries. Let E be a Unite alphabet. E* denotes the set of aU Umte strings over
E. We denote by e the empty string. E+ is the set of all Unite strings over E except the
empty string, E* \ {e}. Given two strings pi and p2j P1P2 is the concatenation ofpi and p2'

For El C E, we deUne the projection of a string p 6 E* to Ei, denoted p/su as lii®
string pi € E*, where pi is obtained from p by erasing all letters not in Ei. For example,
if E = {a,6, c} and Ei = {a,c}, then abbcbach/^i = acac.

Observability definition. Let i^,L C E* be two regular languages over E, such that
KCL,

Given alphabets Ei C E, i = 1,..., fc, we say that K is observable with respect
to L and Ei,..., E^ if for all pi, p2 G L,

(Vi= l,...,fc,pi/Ei = P2hi) => {pi € K ^ p2 € K).

So K is observable iff there are no two different strings pi,P2 in L, such that pi € A",
p2 0 but pi and p2 yield the same projections to all Ej.

The intuition behind the above definition is as follows. Consider a system whidi
generates behaviors in L, where K are the correct behaviors, and L —K the erroneous
behaviors. Each behavior of the system is observed by all A; observers. At the end of the
execution of the system, the observers get together and decide whether the behavior was
correct or not. They can only do that if all behaviors that yield the same observations (to
all observers) are either all correct or all erroneous.

3 Decidability for One Observer

Theorem 3.1 Given r^ular languages K Q L G E*, and Ei C E, there is an algorithm
to decide whether or not K is observable with respect to L and Ei.



Proof sketch: Let Ak and Al-k be automata that recognize K and L
Let A = Ak Al-k be a product automaton of Ak and Al-k which is
nizing all transitions of Ak and Al-k labeled with the same letter in E
asynchronously all transitions labelled otherwise. A state (s, s') of A is
cepting iff 5 is an accepting state of Ak and s' is an accepting state of
observable iff A has an accepting behavior.

4 Undecidability for Two Observers

(Stavros: I'm going to change this section sUghtly, to give a Httly bit sii]|ipler proof that is
also going to be used for diagnosabifity.)

Theorem 4.1 The problem of deciding, given two regular languages
whether K is observable with respect to L and Ei, E2 C E, is undecidabte

Proof: We reduce Post's Correspondence Problem (POP) to the obse|rvability problem.
POP is known to be undecidable [3].

First we recall PGP. We are given a finite alphabet T and two sets of
A = {wi,W2,...,Wn} and B = {ui,U2, ...,Un}. We are asked: do
ii,...,ifc € [l..n], A: > 1, such that - = Ui^Ui^" -Ui^. We
gorithmic answer to this question.

—K respectively,
defined synchro-
and interleaving

defined to be ac-

.l-k- Then, K is

K Q L over E,

ijq strings A,B CT,
B exist indices

(iannot give an al-"»*•

We now translate the above instance of PGP to an observabifity probl;
be newletters, not in T. Let Ei = T, E2 = {ai,..., a„} and E = Ei UE2.
languages K and L over E such that K is observable with respect to L

im. Let U2) ***)
We will construct

and Ei,E2 iff the
answer to the above PGP is "no",

The automaton recognizing L is shown in figure 1. Prom the initial
non-deterministically and with no input to two accepting states. Prom
states, there is a sequence of transitions (a loop) that brings the auto
same state. For example, if the automaton is in the upper accepting
string W\ai and get back to the same accepting state, or read W2a2
state, and so on. If the automaton is in the lower accepting state, it can
back to this state, and so on.

The specification K is given by the regular expression:

K —{wiai H + iynOn)*.

That is, the behaviors ending in the upper accepting state are consider^ correct and the
behaviors ending in the lower accepting state are wrong.

Assume first that the answer to the above PGP is "yes", that
dices ii,...,ijk € [l..n], k > 1, such that Wi^Wi^ •-• = Ui,Ui^"'Ui

state, it can move
each of these two

ihaton back to the

e, it can read the
get back to this

read uiai and get

stat

and

*1 ""*2

1(7^2^t2 *** ftnd p\^P2 ^
However, pi/si = Wi^Wi^ "'Wi,^= Ui^Ui^ And pi/es =
Therefore, K is not observable.

IS, there exist in-
Then, let Pi =

but only pi € K.

flifc = P2/e2-



In the other direction, assume that K is not observable, that is, there exist puP2 €
Pi ^ P2, Pi ^ K, p2 i K, such that pi/^i = P2/S1 and pi/sj = P2/e2- By definition
of L and pi must be of the form Wi^ai^Wi^ai^ ♦ ••'Wi^CLik and p2 must be of the form
Ui^ai^Ui^ai^ •"Ui^ai^. Since pi/si = P2/E1, we have Wi^Wi^ --'Wi^ = Ui^Ui^ ••-Ui^, which
means that the answer to the above PCP is "yes". •

Wiai

Wrtttr

u\ai

UnO>n

Figure 1: The system automaton, generating L.

5 Discussion

The definitions and imdecidability for two observers can be extended to a;-laiiguages.
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